Are you ready to go fishing in style?
Factory Zero Stainless Steel PWC Fishing Rack
The Factory Zero PWC Fishing Rack is made from high grade polished stainless
steel material for strength, durability and to Factory Zero’s high quality standards.
These units have been developed and tested to allow the best and safest fishing
experience available aboard a PWC.
Installation and removal is fast and easy and requires no drilling. The front of the
fishing rack mounts securely to the rear tow hook OEM holes by simply following
the instructions and utilizing the supplied hardware. The rear of the fishing rack
utilizes the Factory Zero ratchet strap system to attach the rear OEM tie down hooks.

JL3500FX
FX 140/FX 160
FX Cruiser/FX SHO

The rack is designed with drain holes to allow any
water that might get in the fishing rack to drain.
These units are made to fit each specific PWC
model and shown to the right.
Included in the kit is one adjustable/positionable
fishing rod holder and a soft sided cooler bag.

www.Factory-Z
Zero.co.jp
*Please read all of the instructions completely before installing the unit. Factory Zero had developed
each unit for the use with the specified watercraft, do not use the fishing rack for any other use.
Factory Zero recommends when fishing that each PWC be equipped with a GPS and a communication
device in case of an emergency.
When fishing make sure to check
all weather and water conditions
before launching. Before each trip
please check all mounting and
straps to verify the fishing rack is
tight and not damaged.
**The image to the right features
special order options available
from Factory Zero. The upgrade
features shown are not includes
with the base fishing rack

JL3500VX
VX 110/VX Cruiser

JL3500STX
STX 900/STX 1100
STX-R/12F/15F

JL3500ULT
Ultra 250 LX/Ultra 250X
Ultra 260 LX/Ultra 260X

JL3500GTX
GTX/RXT

